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As digital signage has become 

the de facto medium for deliv-

ering digital content to consumers, 

the issue of how to parlay this new 

technology into mobile applications 

has become a reality that integrators 

have to address.    

Providing digital signage content in 

mobile applications in a marketing 

based trailer, Government agency 

mobile command vehicle and com-

mercial cruise ship were the chal-

lenges that the integrators faced.  

Several issues arise from building 

a digital signage system in these 

highly mobile applications.  Every-

thing from extremely limited rack 

space, the need for alternate means 

of power; issues with vibration from 

pounding waves, walls and slide-

for travel or display, and potential 

voltage irregularities have to be ac-

counted for when designing these 

systems.  

Torrance CA, based Gridworks Inc., 

-

cess Cruise lines digital signage & 

audio video distribution systems.  

St. Charles, MO based Craftsmen 

Industries Inc., had the opportunity 

marketing trailer and an FBI mobile 

command vehicle.  Both integrators 

faced similar and unique challenges 

with providing reliable A/V distribu-

tion in these non-traditional envi-

ronments.

George Davidson with Grid-

works was presented with 

a variety of installation scenarios 

when working for Princess Cruise 

lines.  Everything from digital photo 

galleries to providing satellite TV’s 

in the ships casino, forced the need 

to bring unique solutions to the 

table.  George cited some of the 

requirements for this installation as 

being more tolerant of environmen-

tal concerns than some equipment 

used in a residential or traditional 

commercial setting.  “Everything 

has to be secured and lockable due 

to the vibrations on a cruise ship” 

says Davidson.  “You don’t always 

get large waves impacting the ship, 

however it does happen.”

Greg Matthiesen faced a different 

set of circumstances when Crafts-

-

ent’s trailers.  “There’s really nothing 

typical about our installations.  Very 

rarely do we do the same installa-
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tion twice.  Most of these vehicles 

are one off projects that require 

their own solutions” said Mat-

thiesen.  When dealing with trailers, 

Matthiesen found himself dealing 

with walls & slide outs that articu-

late a requirement for extremely 

flexible cabling.  Space is also at a 

premium on these trailers, requiring 

every square inch of rack space to 

be maximized.

Both mobile applications were 

addressed with Atlona’s 

PRO2HD series matrix switches, 

which not only met, but exceeded 

the requirements of these unique 

installations.  

To address issues with the vibra-

tion of the cruise ship affect-

ing the power connections, the 

PRO2DHREC receivers are equipped 

with lockable power connections 

to ensure the most reliable connec-

tion possible.  Additionally Davidson 

appreciated the ability to power 

the receiver units off of the USB 

connections on the displays.  This 

eliminated the need to provide 

additional power at the TV display.  

With the limited space available 

on a cruise ship for rack mount-

ing equipment, the PRO2HD matrix 

switcher’s 4U design maximizes the 

limited real estate available.  Cou-

pled with the extremely small form 

factor of the receivers, and you have 

a very powerful solution for limited 

space.  Utilizing HDBaseT technol-

ogy the PRO2HD is able to push a 

1080P video signal up to 330 feet, 

allowing for maximum flexibility 

in terms of where the rack can be 

located.  George also appreciated 

the ability to use Category cable in 

these installations.  “I like being able 

to send in the electricians to pull, 

terminate and certify the category 

cable, says George.  “Then we can 

come in and complete the connec-

tion of the components.”

In addition to flexibility with size and 

cabling, the FBI & Coca Cola found 

power management and control 

to be of critical importance.  The 

PRO2HD’s redundant power supplies 

ensured that constant up-time was 

achieved for these important clients.  

“Typically we use RTI for control” 

says Matthiesen, “however we may 

also use Crestron or AMX depend-

ing on what the clients’ budget is.”  

The PRO2HD allows for a variety of 

control systems to be utilized within 

these installations.  

Atlona products are designed 

and engineered to accom-

modate challenging installation 

environments.  These are just a few 

examples of how Atlona products 

preform in unique installations.  

From a cruise ship, to surveillance 

trailers providing mission critical 

information to our nation’s law 

enforcement, Atlona’s products are 

field tested and proven in a diverse 

range of environments.  When you 

need a solution that works, you can 

trust Atlona, your complete integra-

tion partner.

Atlona’s PRO2HD series of matrix switchers provide big use for a small space.
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